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3M introduces new high speed hard metric B19 connector
New connector extends life of existing system.
AUSTIN, TEXAS – Sept. 17, 2007 – System design engineers working with VME and
CompactPCI backplane systems now have a cost-effective path to higher speed serial I/O
protocols such as PCI Express and RapidIO without disruptive backplane redesign or a
forklift upgrade using the new 3M brand MetPak brand HSHM Press-Fit B19 Connector.

The 3M MetPak HSHM B19 connector supports speeds of up to 5.0 Gbps per
differential pair while maintaining full pin-to-pin compatibility on the backplane with
VME64x, P0 VITA 31 and P3 PICMG (PCI Industrial Computers Manufacturers Group)
2.16 connectors. Highly flexible and modular, 3M believes the new 3M product is the only
high speed connector designed to meet the industry standard 2 mm hard metric format in
accordance with the IEC-61076-4-101 connector standard. The 3M HSHM connectors use
virtual coaxial shielding technology to provide maximum performance with minimal cross
talk and skew, allowing them to plug into existing 2 mm hard metric connectors and support
PCI Express and RapidIO protocols. Fully compatible designs can be built with fast serial
links running up to 5.0 Gbps per differential pair, permitting PCI-Express and RapidIO to be
run on existing backplanes without an expensive or disruptive backplane upgrade.

Multi-gigabit per second interconnection solutions compatible with the existing VME
infrastructure were once considered impossible without an expensive, disruptive upgrade or
system redesign. Further, some mission critical systems simply cannot be taken offline to
increase speeds. The new 3M B19 connector solution enables the extension of the life of,
and preserves the investment in, existing VME and CPCI systems.
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Learn more about this product family and other 3M Interconnects at
http://www.3M.com/electronics.

About 3M Electronic Solutions Division
The 3M Electronic Solutions Division, headquartered in Austin, Texas, has numerous
technologies and provides a wide range of products for the electronics market. It provides products
and solutions to meet the electronic industry’s challenges of protecting sensitive components and
precisely delivering them to the assembly point, as well as flexible circuits, embedded capacitance
laminate materials, copper interconnect systems; cables and cable assemblies; static control products,
and Textool brand test and burn-in sockets.

About 3M - A Global, Diversified Technology Company
Every day, 3M people find new ways to make amazing things happen. Wherever they are,
whatever they do, the company’s customers know they can rely on 3M to help make their lives better.
3M's brands include Scotch, Post-it, Scotchgard, Thinsulate, Scotch-Brite, Filtrete, Command and
Vikuiti. Serving customers around the world, the people of 3M use their expertise, technologies and
global strength to lead in major markets including consumer and office; display and graphics;
electronics and telecommunications; safety, security and protection services; health care; industrial
and transportation. For more information, including the latest product and technology news, visit
www.3M.com.
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